
PVMS TIGER TIMES

Each year PVMS participates in No Name Calling Week. A National event that brings awareness to bul-
lying, teasing and mean spiritedness. Here you will find students dressed as Twins to mimic the good-
ness in someone else.                  
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                    By Michael Roman
 Peace! PVMS wishes everyone peace! To help get this 
word out, Mr. Hallisey gave all the students at PVMS a chance to create a 
Peace Poster. For this contest, you had to make a poster about peace. You 
could not use words! Only a drawing. The contest ended December 5th. If 

you entered the Peace Poster Contest then thanks for your effort. 85 students participated in this event. 
The winning posters are mounted and hanging outside the front of the building. The 81 posters that did 
not win are hung throughout the building.  Here are the winning posters.

 7th grade.    6th grade   8th grade             5th grade,.
       Christina Policastro.         Shannon Rogers.      Jessica Adukuzhiyil     Jaydyn Marshall

By Matthew Scolaro

Caitlyn Bagnato is a high school student 
that was sadly diagnosed with liver can-
cer. We are, as a school community, trying 
to help her and her family through this 
difficult time. 

We have had two fundraisers for her. The faculty and staff held a Dress Down For Caitlyn day on Febru-
ary 5. They raised an amazing $902!!!! 

On Friday, February 13, PVMS held a “Cookies For Caitlyn” bake sale
And raised over $400.00. 
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   By: Christina George

What is No Name-Calling Week?  What’s 
the big idea? Why do we celebrate it?  Well, it all 
started when a novel called “The Misfits” came 
out.  This novel is by James Howe.  This book tells 
about five seventh graders that get bullied and 
create a cause called “No Name-Calling Day”.  
After this novel came out over 40 national partner 
organizations created an actual “No Name Call-
ing Week” that took place on March 1 through 
March 5 in 2004.  This year “No Name Calling 
Week” took place January 26th through 30th. 

Students in grades five through eight 
mostly take part in Name-Calling.  Name-calling 
can cause low self-esteem.  It goes on all the time.  
People may not know that they are hurting some-
one’s feelings but it hurts all the same.  Bullying is 
not only words.  Bullying can turn into violence.  
When this happens you are not only getting men-
tally hurt but physically hurt as well.  

 When someone teases you, you could ig-
nore it, but you may want to let that person know 
that they are hurting your feelings.  Another way 
to avoid name-calling is to laugh along with the 
person who is making fun of you. This might tell 
the bully that what he or she is doing is not both-
ering you.  After a while you should inform an 
adult.  Once violence takes place you should defi-
nitely tell an adult.  No Name-Calling Week is 

here to help stop that.  Mrs. Darreff said, “No 
Name-Calling Week” is a good reminder because 
sometimes we forget in our humor that we call 
people names and that it hurts.”

As a part of a school community we should not 
call people names. Treat people the way you want 
to be treated.

No Name-Calling Week Activities:

Monday: “No Name-Calling Week Kick Off” 
Every grade will have a color, with that color 
comes a characteristic.  Everyone will dress in his 
or her color.  

Tuesday: “ Give Back to your Community” Do-
nate food to the Putnam Valley Food Pantry and 
earn one chance to win a prize.  “Mix it Up” Talk 
to different people at 
lunch and recess to 
make new friends.  
Wednesday: “Twins 
Day” Mimic the 
goodness in someone 

else by dressing like him 
or her.  “Trust Me” As-
sembly. 

Thursday: “Superhero 
Day” Dress like a super 
hero and be brave.  (No 
masks or face paint, all 
face paint done at home.)

Friday: “Peace Day” Dress from the 1960’s.  
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NO NAME-CALLING WEEK



          By Alexander Craven

   Ah, The Student Council. A small society of kids with Big ideas to make this wonderful school even better 
with witty wits. The Council makes the school a better place by raising money for recess equipment, providing 
more privileges like going on the turf more often, bringing laptops home, (it’s a battle the 5th and 6th graders are 
fighting for) and just making the school better overall. 

These students were elected to the PVMS Student Council on September 29th, 2008. 

• 5th Grade Congressmen, Alex Craven (Me!) and Justin Tompkins.
• 6th Grade Congressman/woman are Will Messenger (Re-elected) and Jackie Cunningham. 
• 7th Grade Senators are Sarah Zadrima and James Fitzgerald
• The Vice President is Melissa Wagner. 

 
 This year there isn’t a President, but there are 2 Co-Presidents. 
They are Chris Brunke . 

Mr. Hanna advises us as well.

I promise they (I) will help you a lot. We’ll help you on almost 
every occasion.

Mr. Hanna has recently told us that most of the recess equipment 
we wanted to purchase, is on it’s way! Except for the Wii Dance 
Revolution kit, WAy TOO much money at this time.
      Alex Craven, Melissa Wagner, Jackie Cunningham,
      James Fitzgerald, Justin Tompkins, Will Messinger,
      Sara Zadrima.
      Missing from photo: Chris Brunke
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Student of the Month
            By Michael Roman 

CELEBRATING OUR ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS!

Student of the Month is Back. The following students are the students that are awarded with

Student of the Month for November, December and January.

NOVEMBER

Shamus Smyth Jaydie Rivera  Divya Adukuzhiyil
Paige Montague Quinn Kelly Kyle Anderson
Nicole Fabiano Alexandra DiRoma Shane Ryan

Jake Kahn Harrison Deegan Cassandra Link
Grace Mazza Olivia Weise Steven Sperling
Michael Ruta Lucas Greenwood Justin Mazzarisi 

Thomas Meslener Margaret Frattarola Lily Beatini
Gabriella Zarcone Jenna Bennett Alessia Zegarelli

DECEMBER

Meriton Djokic Sydney DeToma Devin Cronin
Vanessa Pereira Jake Anderson Tom Fejes
Jamie Sweeney Ailish O’Reilly Samantha Devine
Samuel Alper Charles Pagani Noah Kelvas

Lauren Crimmins Joel Padilla Dan Delgado

JANUARY

Jaydan Marshall Gabriel Rodriguez Kerri Seiler
Jessica Wagner Nicole Raus Vincent Torsiello
Ryan Messler Katie O’Leary Sabrina Dring

Stephen Hefner Trevor Conlin Steven Brown
Max Anderson Rachel Merna Jackie Pereira
Rachelle Perez Alex Rodrigues Jenna Bennet

Jake Reyes Mathew Stare Tara DePole
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Fun in Class

By Ethan Pedersen
The Invention Convention is a constructive project that has 6th graders doing three things: learning more about 
a certain civilization, learning about a simple invention and making improvements in your ELA skills.

 The Invention Convention took place on December 22, 2008 in Mr. McCarty’s and Mrs. Brother’s 6th 
grade classroom. Some inventions were catapults, water wheels, grain shredders, elevators and tons more.

 What you were supposed to do was write an eight-page packet, the first page as a cover, the second page 
stating the problem. The third page, and if you had it long enough, the fourth page an autobiography. The auto-
biography had to be about a fictional character the student made up that lived in an ancient civilization. The 
fifth page was the material page where you put all the materials for the life size invention. The sixth page is how 
to put your invention together. The seventh page is how to use your invention. The eighth page is a numbered 
explanation on how you came to make up that certain invention that you made.

After reading The Mixed-up-Files of Mrs. Basil E. 
Frankweiler, Mrs. Bowe’s 5th grade ELA classes were 
able to find the hidden Michelangelo in each of them. 
All of the students created a sculpture just as Miche-
langelo may have done as a boy. 

In the book, there is a mystery over a statue and 
whether Michelangelo sculpted the sculpture.
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Distance Learning
        By Luke Liszewski

Have you ever wanted to have a class with people from around the country, or even the world? 
Well PVMS has recently received distance-learning equipment. This means that we can study with other 
kids that have this equip- ment too. This works like 
video conferencing, all you need is a projector, a mi-
crophone and a camera. We could take a virtual 
school trip to the Metro- politan Museum of Art, or 
to the Museum of Natural History using the equip-
ment, which could not only save money on gas, but 
would be almost free (you would probably have to 
pay a small fee to bring the cart into the museum) 
since there will be no bus service. We could also have 
a conversation with an- other classroom some-
where in the U.S. or any- where around the world. 
We could play Jeopardy (YES!!!!) with other kids 
around the school, state, or anywhere! We have three 
distance-learning units in the school; so two classes could play Jeopardy while another class is having a 
conversation with a class in another school.

Unbelievably, distance learning started in 1728, when Caleb Phillips was looking for students for 
his lessons that would be sent by mail weekly. The University of London was the first university to give 
distance-learning degrees. Charles Wedemeyer of the University of Wisconsin-Madison is considered by 
many to be the father of modern distance learning in America. The Carnegie Foundation funded Charles 
Wedemeyer's Articulated Instructional Media Project (AIM) from 1964 to 1968. It brought in a variety of 
communications technologies aimed at providing learning to an off-campus population. According to 
Moore's recounting, AIM impressed the British who imported these ideas and used them to start the first 
Open University now called United Kingdom Open University (UKOU) to distinguish it from other open 
universities that had emerged. UKOU was established in the late 1960s and used television and radio as 
its primary delivery methods, thus putting it in the forefront of applying emerging technologies to learn-
ing. It’s fair to say that all "open universities" use distance-learning technologies as delivery methods. In 
the twentieth century, radio, television, and the Internet have all been used to advance distance learning. 
Computers and the Internet have made distance-learning distribution easier and faster. Phoenix Univer-
sity, which is primarily an online university, now has 200,000 students and expects to serve 500,000 by 
2010. Little is known about student success or lack of success in such a fast-growing institution. Online 
education is rapidly increasing among universities in the United States, where online doctoral programs 
have even developed at prestigious research institutions.

*Information from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distance_educationf
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Did You Know?
?

By Matthew Scolaro

Who was Martin Luther King Jr. and why do people celebrate a 
day in his honor?  It is the birth date of a special role model we 
know as Martin Luther King Jr.

MLK was born on January 15, 1929. He was a great part of our Civil Rights Movement,  which also in-
cluded Rosa Parks and Jackie Robinson.  

                   MLK was a smart boy; he skipped grades in elementary and high school. He was chosen as a 
pastor in 1954.  He led a successful effort to desegregate Montgomery, Alabama buses in 1955-1956.   Dr. 
King delivered his “I Have A Dream” speech to civil rights marchers on August 28, 1963.  On April 4th, 
1968, John Wilkes Booth assassinated King in Memphis, Tennessee.

                    It took 15 years to name this day a national holiday. John Conyers made the holiday in 1983. 
A lot of states omitted the holiday at first; some said King didn’t deserve the holiday. But “he taught us 
through his example the values of courage, truth, justice, compassion, dignity, humility and service that 
so radiantly defined King’s character and empowered his leadership. So he was a great help to our society 
today.” That is why we celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

Source: http://www.thekingcenter.org/holiday/index.asp
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Did You Know?

By Matthew Scolaro and Alex Craven

The inauguration has come and gone!!!! On January 20th, 2009, Barack Obama, our 44th President, was 
sworn into office. In other words, he is going to start his work in the White House (hopefully to fix the 
economy). All who voted for Obama want serious change; to see the U.S. citizens live as one. Many citi-
zens are looking to Obama for serious change. He has been sworn into office as our 1st African-American 
President.

 He was born to a black and white 
couple on August 4th, 1961 in Honolulu, 
Hawaii. When he was in 5th grade, he was 
more conscious of racism. Obama had an 
early education in Jakarta, Indonesia. He 
was one of only three black kids in his 
school. He had nicknames like Barry, 
Bama, Rock, and The One. He put law 
school on hold and moved to Chicago. 
Obama eventually received his law degree 
from Harvard in 1991, and he became the 
first African-American president of the 
Harvard Law Review. He was elected as a 
Democrat to the U.S. Senate for Illinois in 2004, and served from January 3, 2005, to November 16, 2008, 
when he resigned from office, having been elected President of the United States on November 4, 2008.

 More than one million people stormed into D.C. to see the inauguration. Aretha Franklin sang 
“Our Country ‘Tis of Thee”. The Supreme Court Justice swore Obama and Biden into office. They had 
cellists and violinists play a song called “Air and Sweet Gifts”. Our school went to see the recorded cere-
mony at 1:00 p.m. in the PAC. Obama’s speech, to some students, was thought to be moving. 
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Did You Know?

By:Dimitrios Tomais

President’s Day is a day where we have a day off to cele-
brate the great presidents that were born in February for 
what they did. This took place on February 16th this year. 
President Abraham Lincoln’s birthday is in the same month 
as George Washington’s birthday. We celebrate the two of 
them on one day! Abraham Lincoln helped make a law by 
having no slaves. George 
Washington was our first 
president and he was great 
in the Revolutionary War. 
He helped America gain its 
independence. Also, some-

thing great about the two presidents is that they are both on Mt. Rush-
more. They are two of the greatest presidents in U.S history. George 
Washington’s birthday is on the 22nd of February, and Abraham Lin-

coln’s birthday is on the 
12th of February

Photos:
Top left: George Washington
Right: Abraham Lincoln
Bottom Left: Mount Rushmore, South Dakota

.
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Putnam Valley Reads
PARP

Parents As Reading Partners
                                               By: Bridget Cassidy

PARP is a national event that Putnam Valley Middle School participated in from January 26, 2009 through the 
end of February. PARP is a program that encourages kids to read with their parent/guardian at home. This year 
the book chosen for PARP was "The Westing Game", written by Ellen Raskin. PARP even has its own song that 
is called PARP Around the Clock. Here it is:

PARP Around The Clock
(Refrain)

1-2-3 o'clock 4 o'clock PARP 
5-6-7 o'clock 8 o'clock PARP 

9-10-11 o'clock 12 o'clock PARP. 
Either day or night, the time is right!
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Verse 3 
Any kind of book is fun. 

Picture books, fiction or non-fiction.

Refrain

Verse 4 
Learn a skill, solve a mystery. 

Read a series, a biography or history.

Refrain

1-2-3 o'clock 4 o'clock PARP 
5-6-7 o'clock 8 o'clock PARP 

9-10-11 o'clock 12 o'clock PARP. 
Either day or night,

THE TIME IS RIGHT TO READ

Verse 1 
So grab a parent, grab a book. 

Cuddle up and find a nook.

Refrain 
We're gonna PARP around the clock tonight. 
We're gonna PARP until our heart's delight. 

We're gonna PARP PARP PARP around the clock to-
night.

Verse 2 
Books take you places you've never been. 

Open a book and jump right in.

Refrain                                          



TWILIGHT CRAZE
By Bridget Cassidy 

 The book that is a buzz through out the middle school is not just one book, it is a series of four books. That se-
ries is Twilight. The book titles are, Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, and Breaking Dawn. Stephenie Meyer writes 
this series of books. She got the idea for writing these books from a dream that she had about a teenage girl and 
a beautiful, sparkling vampire having a conversation in a meadow in the woods. She noticed that they were hav-
ing a few difficulties with each other; A) they were falling in love, and B) the vampire was particularly attracted 
to her by the smell of her blood, and was having a difficult time keeping himself under control around her. Ste-
phenie wanted to write this down right away because she didn't want to forget it, so she typed it. She didn't 
know what to name the characters at first, so she just left them blank. Every day since then she wrote a page or 
two, but on good days she finished a chapter and sometimes even more. Eventually, she finished the book. Ste-
phenie then named the two main characters Bella and Edward. This series got started in 2003. Ever since then 
people have fallen in love with the series and it became a hit. 
Recently the book "Twilight" was made into a movie. The movie opened in theaters on November 21, 2008. It 
was a sensation!!! Movie theaters were crowded with people on the day it come out at midnight and days after 
that. The movie was directed by Catherine Hardwicke, who did a great job, because people loved "Twilight." It 
was a hit!! Kristen Stewart played the part of Isabella Swan, or Bella, and Robert Pattinson played the part of 
Edward Cullen. The second book in the series, "New Moon", is going to be made into a movie at the end of 
2009, and then the other books after that will be made into movies as well.

 I highly recommend the Twilight series because it is an interesting series that shows the life a 
girl who meets a family of vampires. Also, it can be very catching because the books are full of 
beautiful language that is very descriptive. The story is about a girl named 
Bella Swan, who is from a divorced family. She moves in with her father to 
Forks, Washington from Phoenix, Arizona. There she meets a boy who is 
really a vampire and gets swept away by him. In this fantasy/fiction story 
love takes you away on a story of a life. Love is the biggest theme in this 
series.
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By Danielle Lopez
Here is what the polled looked like to all of our students using out eLearning application, 
StudyWiz

The results were interesting. 274 PVMS students answered the poll. 65 of them had read 
ALL 4 Books in the Series. WOW!. 137 students have in some way started to read the se-
ries.  That is a lot of students in our Middle School.  Great Job. Keep reading.
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By Danielle Lopez

 Fabulous job! Stupendous! The 5th and 6th graders have did 
an amazing job in chorus this year on December 10th, of 2008. They 
sang the songs “Seasons of Love, Happy Holidays/White Christmas, 
On With the Snow, Jingle Bell Rock, and more. Astounding soloists 
Eve O’Brien and Denis McNamara sang “Seasons of Love.” But, of 

course who could forget our lovely teacher, Mrs. Craane, who is the 
one who taught us all these beautiful songs. They performed at the high school PAC, they did outstanding! Who 
know what they will do for the spring concert?
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

The fifth and sixth grade band concert took 
place Tuesday December 16th at 7:00 p.m. in the 
High School Performing Arts Center.  The fifth 
graders played three songs called Skaters Waltz, A 
Bit of Bach, Beethoven and Brahms and they also 
played Holiday.  The sixth graders played Mystic 
Legend, Songs of Chanukah and Silver Lake Sleigh 
Ride.  Mr. Beucke said, “From fifth grade to sixth 
grade there is a big jump in playing ability so the 
students can work on more challenging music.”

By Christina George

 
By Christina George 

The Zumbyes are an all boy Chorus, from Amherst College, 
Mass. They are an a cappella group.  A cappella means to 
sing without instruments.  The Zumbyes were formed fifty-
six years ago by eight freshmen.  There are currently fifteen 
members of the Zumbyes.  They sang several songs, they 
danced and one of them was dressed up as a banana.  
P.V.M.S. saw the Zumbyes perform in January, 2009. The 
Zumbyes started in 1953 and will continue to perform for 
people for years to come.  

  



School Happenings
By: Luke Liszewski

Student
Vs.

Faculty
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Basketball 
and

Dodge ball

The basketball game was a blast!!! Students won!!! I 
hope you saw it. The final score was 42 Teachers and 
43 Students!!! The total score is a combined score of 
the boys and girls games this year instead of sepa-
rated. This was due to the fact that the game was 
shorter because of the addition of a dodge ball game. 
The game was very close, but we scored in the nick 
of time.

Teachers- 42
Students- 43

This is the first time the Middle School has hosted a 
dodge ball game. The dodge ball game (it was NOT 
a Medic game) was exciting. Congrats to whoever 
got Mr. Hallisey out. I’m surprised that he lasted so 
long. The school said that it would be a Medic game, 
but it turned out that a Medic game would last too 
long. So the faculty decided to have a dodge ball 
game instead. We won this game also. The faculty 
decided to pit the students against each other and 
face the winning team. Unfortunately, the team I was 
on (left from the bleachers, right from the hallway) 
lost. 

Volleyball Game

Every year, on the day before Christmas Break (De-
cember 19th, 2008) there is a Volleyball game between 
a team of 8th graders and a team of PVMS faculty. I’ve 
seen… um… (2*y+x… carry the 4…). Oh! Three 
Student Vs. Faculty Volleyball games (four counting 
this one). Here are the winners of this year’s Volley-
ball games.

Girls
8th grade- 29
Teachers- 31

Teachers win =[

Boys
8th grade- 34
Teachers- 40

Teachers win =[

Mixed boys + girls
8th grade- 21
Teachers- 21

Tie =|

Mixed student + teacher + boys + girls
Team 1 (Left from the bleachers, Right from the hall-

way)- 15
Team 2 (Right from the bleachers, Left from the hall-

way)- 18
Team 2 wins =P See next page for photos
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Basketball Pep Rally

February 2009 Student vs. Staff Basketball Game and Dodgeball Game..
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Basketball Pep Rally
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Basketball Pep Rally
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Volleyball/Dodgeball Pep Rally
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Volleyball/Dodgeball Pep Rally



By Alex Craven
Happy Belated 2009! As you know, New Year, New things! There are a lot of new movies coming out, includ-
ing Pixars Up. Me, I really LOVE Pixar! And there will be Monsters Vs. Aliens by DreamWorks, and Harry 
Potter: The Half-Blood Prince (I really like Harry Potter!). I think that these upcoming movies are going to be a 
box office smash!

 There are also going to be the normal yearly things, Valentines Day, Easter Day, Independence Day, Halloween, 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and of course, 2010! In our school, we will finish the grade we are in this year 
(woo!). For the 8th graders, good luck in high school! 

In Video Game News, there will be Guitar 
Hero: Metallica (Which a lot of you love), 
Lego Universe (A creative game), and Sonic 
and the Black Knight (A new Sonic game!).  

In books, there’s going to be Scat by Carl 
Hiaasen, Inkdeath (the final installment in the Inkheart series), and The Twi-

light Saga: The Official Guide (A Twilight guide that girls go crazy for). This will be a great year for everyone, I 

can assure you that.   
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New for 2009



A Public Service

Announcement  
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By Bridget Cassidy
362 students and or staff responded to this poll. 

WOW that is a lot of responses!!
Want to know the answer to this one?
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Poll Results

School Uniforms at 
PVMS

59

303

Yes for
Uniforms at
PVMS

No
Uniforms at
PVMS

Looks like
NO uniforms

is the BIG 
WINNER here..

 

 



By: Christina George  and Michael Roman

How about a four-day school week? That is what we wanted to 
find out. We decided to poll our classmates and teachers to find 
out their thoughts on the subject. We used our e-Application, 
Studywiz, to help us.
Here is the poll as it appeared to the students and staff of PVMS.

 

We had 370 respondents!!!!
Here are the results:

4 longer days

5 regular
School days
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Poll Results
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BRAIN TEASERS

By Danielle Lopez

These words are mixed up. Play along to catch spring fever.

1. solrfwe    __ __ __ __ __ __ __           2. oomlibng  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

3. osres    __ __ __ __ __        4. daublygs  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

5. binainohert   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __     6. iayds_ _ _ _ _

7. iabronw  _ _ _ _ _ _ _                8.  dunnayyss      _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

X-Box 360
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By Mark Yetter

Welcome to techno-world, where new game systems come out every 
five seconds! Or at least that’s how it seems. The X-Box 360 is one of 
the most addicting game systems EVER!!!! And because of Christmas, 
a lot of kids have one. X-Box 360s has a LOT of confusing stuff, in-
cluding separate files, X-Box live, (which works for most games,) and 
a lot more!



Brain Teasers
 

By Mark Yetter
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Brain Teasers
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Brain Teasers
By Luke Liszewski
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Brain Teasers
By Luke Liszewski
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